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About This Game

Treadnauts gives competitive platform fighters a kiss of physics finesse. Gracefully pilot your tank through gorgeous arenas to
land a deadly shot on your opponents! You've got a slew of useful tricks at your disposal, including treads that stick to any wall,

boosters for midair hops, zero-friction slides, and rocket jumps for soaring into the sky. It's all about moving with style!
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Four playable zones, each with unique mechanics and physics objects
Explosive couch competitive mode for 2-4 artillery rocket scientists
Online multiplayer beta for solo pilots or duos
Computer AI tanks with three difficulty levels
Single-player Target Test mode with medals and global leaderboards
Laser guns, grappling hooks, homing shells, and tons of other power-ups to collect
A dynamic soundtrack by King Felix that changes every time you play
Player progression with levels, maps and characters to unlock
Modifiers to shake things up: zero gravity, slow motion, chaos mode and many more!
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Title: Treadnauts
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Topstitch Games
Publisher:
Topstitch Games
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,German,Italian,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Turkish,Korean,French,Japanese
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PROS:

- The car customization - nice but weird
- 3 car models
- 4 different driving modes from arcade to realistic
- Price is fitting
- Alt+F4 works!

CONS:

- Graphics are below mediocre
- Sound is bad
- Only one race track
- No pause button
- Escape key is not working
- Leaderboards don't work either!

In conclusion, yeah, the game is kinda fun for 20 minutes, but it also forces you every time to play until time runs out, given the
fact you can't pause. So not really recommended from me, sorry guys.. EA F*cked the other versions so this is the best one to
play. This game was my child hood and it was probably many of yours's too. I went back to it and i still absolutely love it. Play
it. You must.. Thank you for getting my girlfriend off my head and making her busy few moments a day, DL Softworks.. THIS
IS SOOOO CUTE ,
I like all character and buy it all

but this game so hard to control its not easy with just Left and Right click?
mehh :\\. Not good... but in a way I will continue to play in attempt to best it because this game cannot win against me. My goal
of 2018.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tqon9eIf37w. Does not work for DK2.............. Not my proudest fap. That was pretty disappointing. I honestly
thought that it woud've been a good story, but I just couldn't get into it. The wording was confusing, and it didn't really make
sense. There was a lot of rambling. I honestly can't give this more than a 3\/10.. Top notch would definately reccomend it has a
diverse storyline while also having enough gameplay. Truly a masterpiece.. great game, reminds bomberman with great
community

What is needed:
more maps pls
fix bugs (meet with them often enough)
system to add friends pls<3
exp. ranks (I know you are worinkg on this)

@
3 HOURS STRAIGHT
@
REACHED 1ST SILVER
@
I WILL REACH 10 GOLD NO MATTER WHAT
@
2 HOURS LEFT
@
SERVER BUGED AND NO ONE RESPAWNED
@
I AM FREE
@
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EXITS THE GAME
@
DIDN'T REACH 10 GOLD THO
@
BUT MET THE BEST COMMUNITY HERE (LOVE U RACOON<3)
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Being an MTG Player I will say that this game concept is absolutely amazing. Unfortunately, this is merely a demo at this point.

Pros:
* Interface is well done, very intuitive gameplay.
* Animations are well done, quick, and to the point; which is good considering youll be seeing a lot of the same animations over
and over.
* Graphics are good and the game runs great on my mid-end VR PC.
* Gameplay is fun and engaging.
* This could easily end up being a very popular game when VR really starts to take off if they do a good job with it.

Cons:
* Inability (or no formal directions on how) to allow your creatures to block when your hero is targetted. This system is too easy
to manipulate and just bombard the enemy with attacks and spells to win easily anytime. I particularly like the MTG blocking
system over Hearthstone taunting system, and I feel like the devs should mimic the MTG blocking system because people who
want to play hearthstone will just play that if they like that system better anyways. Or come up with a new system, but either
way there needs to be a system in place or it throws all strategy out the window and leaves the game with much to be desired.

* It is basically a demo at the current time. All you can do is play against an AI that is not very intelligent at all. Needs more
content (which I am sure they are working on) I will update this review as I look into the game in the future.

* Couldn't figure out how to fire arrows with the card that gives 3 arrows in game. Needs better direction on how.

Regardless of the cons, I am impressed and excited for this game. Truly hoping it becomes something great. The devs should
focus the most on card array, deck building, and AI\/Blocking system at the moment and get those solidified before even
attempting to work on multiplayer, since there isnt a huge VR community at the current time.

********2018 UPDATE***********
I changed my review to negative because the dev has apparently given up on the title. There has not been an update since March
2017. Shame, this game had massive potential.. An absolutely incredible start to one of my favorite webseries. Frequently laugh-
out-loud hilarious, but also thoughtful with its characters, it will absolutely keep you invested.. I would describe this game as an
interactive short story, or a piece of explorable artwork. It's dark, atmospheric and haunting, but also bittersweetly beautiful. I
really wish there were more games like this in the world. Games with eerie atmospheres and mystery and imaginative writing,
requiring slow exploration and for the player to be like a giant sponge, absorbing the worlds they've been immersed in and the
emotions they evoke. Games that require the player to meet the artist halfway and philosophically/emotionally engage with the
ideas being shared. My only criticism is that I would have liked more of it, which in the end isn't really a criticism at all..
graphicaly pleasing, looks very nice. the ability to pick up many things is awesome as well. tried to pick a trumpet up on the
table in the starting room and was plesently suprised when it "played" when i braught it close to my head.

however combat feels off, grabbing arrows can be tricky and i find my self haveing to look and try several times to pick them
up, upon picking and knotching the arrow, the hands realy get in the way and look terrible, i would reccomend "fake" arms such
as in raw data or remove them completly.

the way the shield is held is the most awkward thing i have ever seen, holding it normaly means the shield is pointing the wrong
way.

i am also slightly dissapointed you cant block enemy sword attacks with your sword, it just passed right through.

i hope dureing early acess the combat is refined and improved, right now i am reccomending this game as i expect it to become
better. the game is no where neer raw data or holopoint or space pirate trainer but i can see it becomeing just as good if the
combat system gets a good seeing to.. I was going to demo this for 5 minutes before bed. An hour an a half later I'm finally
doing so. Didn't realize I'd be hooked so fast. It's a nice little game to keep yourself occupied with.
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